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Capital Link’s 2nd Annual Dissect ETFs Forum will take place on Tuesday,
October 13, 2015, at the Metropolitan Club in New York City.
The objective of this Forum is to deep dive into a series of topics of critical
interest to investors and ETF sponsors through a series of panel discussions
among industry experts. The Forum will address the trends, developments
and outlook of ETFs while reviewing major investment strategies using
ETFs. Capital Link’s Dissect ETFs Forum is designed to provide an
interactive platform to combine rich educational and informational
content with extensive marketing and networking opportunities.
This Forum is an extension of our 15 year track record success of Capital
Link’s Annual Closed-End Funds & Global ETFs Forum, which consistently
attracts more than 1,000+ delegates annually - a testament to our
success and capabilities

EVENT ADVISORY BOARD

This event is panel driven.

Closed-End Funds Report

The Month in Closed-End Funds: July 2015
PERFORMANCE
While for the third consecutive month equity CEFs suffered negative
NAV-based returns (-0.72% on average for July) and market-based
returns (-1.96%), for the first month in three fixed income CEFs were
able to claw their way into positive territory, returning 0.45% on a NAV
basis and 0.82% on a market basis. Year to date, equity CEFs turned
negative, declining 0.30%, while fixed income CEFs remained on the
plus side, returning 1.38% on a NAV basis. While the NASDAQ
Composite managed to break into record territory in mid-July after a
strong tech rally following Google’s surprising second quarter result, as
in June advances to new highs were generally just at the margin.
Despite signs of improvement in Greece’s debt crisis and on China’s
stock market meltdown, investors turned their attention to second quarter
earnings reports and began to evaluate the possible impacts slowing
growth from China and the global economy will have on market
valuations. At month-end Thomson Reuters’ Proprietary Research team
reported that of the 352 companies in the S&P 500 that had reported Q2
earnings thus far, 72% beat analyst expectations (outpacing the longterm average of 62%). Only 50% reported Q2 revenue above analyst
expectations, lagging the long-term average of 60%. Nonetheless, for
July most of the broad-based indices remained in the black, with the
Dow Jones Industrial Average, the S&P 500, and the NASDAQ
Composite gaining 0.40%, 1.97%, and 2.84%, respectively, while the
Russell 2000 lost 1.22%.
The markets remained fairly volatile during July. At the beginning of the
month rate-hike worries declined slightly after an inline jobs report and
soft wage growth were thought to give policy makers an excuse to
postpone rate hikes until December. The Labor Department reported that
the U.S. economy had added 233,000 jobs for June. And while the
unemployment rate declined to 5.3%, most of it was due to people
leaving the labor force. With the Chinese market taking back some of its
losses and the Greek debt saga appearing to be closer to a resolution,
European stocks rallied mid-month. However, later in the month
disappointing earnings results from the likes of Apple, Caterpillar, and
Exxon and commodities’ continuing their freefall placed a pall over the
markets.

The Month in Closed-End Funds: July 2015
•

•

•

•

•

For the first month in three fixed income closedend funds (CEFs) witnessed plus-side returns,
gaining on average 0.45% on a net-asset-value
(NAV) basis, while their equity CEF
counterparts—for
the
third
consecutive
month—were in the red, losing 0.72% on
average for July.
For July only 6% of all CEFs traded at a
premium to their NAV, with 8% of equity funds
and 5% of fixed income funds trading in
premium territory. The national municipal debt
CEFs macro-group witnessed the largest
narrowing of discounts for the month—119
basis points (bps) to 8.49%.
For the first month in four all of Lipper’s
municipal bond CEF classifications posted
plus-side returns, with New York Municipal
Debt CEFs (+1.20%) posting the strongest
return in the muni group and the fixed income
universe.
Despite interest rate-increase concerns, mixedasset CEFs (+0.77%) outshone their domestic
equity CEFs (-0.80%) and world equity CEFs (1.52%) brethren.
Real Estate CEFs (+2.92%) posted the
strongest NAVbased return in the equity
universe for the month, while Natural
Resources CEFs (-6.70%) was at the bottom.

With China suffering its worst monthly market decline in six years, crude
oil prices closing at a four-month low, and gold futures posting their worst
monthly performance in two years, investors experienced bouts of panic
and sought safe-haven plays intermittently throughout the month. At
maturities greater than two years Treasury yields declined, with the tenyear yield declining 15 bps to 2.20% by month-end. The 20-year
Treasury yield, falling 22 bps to 2.61%, witnessed the largest drop for
July of the group. At the short end of the curve the three-month yield
witnessed the largest rise from its June closing value, rising 7 basis
points to 0.08%.
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For July the dollar gained against the yen (+1.45%), the
euro (+1.10%), and the pound (+0.57%). Commodities
prices declined, with near-month gold prices dropping
6.52% to close July at $1,095.10/ounce. Front-month crude
oil prices declined a whopping 20.77% to close the month
at $47.12/barrel.

CLOSED-END FUNDS LAB

For the month 64% of all CEFs posted NAV-based returns
in the black, with 55% of equity CEFs and 70% of fixed
income CEFs chalking up returns in the plus column.
Concerns over slowing global growth and the Shanghai
Composite’s recent meltdown weighed on emerging
markets, sending Lipper’s world equity CEFs macrogroup
(-1.52%) to the bottom of the equity CEFs universe for the
month. While plummeting commodity prices weren’t much
kinder to domestic equity funds (-0.80%), investors’ search
for yield helped catapult mixed-asset CEFs (+0.77%) to the
top of the charts for July.
A drop in commodities prices pushed Lipper’s Natural
Resources CEFs classification (-6.70%) to the bottom of
the equity universe for July, only slightly bettered by
Energy MLP CEFs (-5.43%). As a result of bottom
shopping and investors’ renewed search for yield, the Real
Estate CEFs (+2.92%) and Utility CEFs (+1.63%)
classifications rose to the top of the leader board for the
month. Sandwiched between Real Estate CEFs and Utility
CEFs, Developed Market CEFs (+1.88%) benefitted from
relatively strong performance from European region plays.
For the remaining equity classifications returns ranged from
minus 4.94% (Pacific ex-Japan CEFs) to 1.21% (Income &
Preferred Stock CEFs).
Three of the five top-performing individual equity CEFs
were housed in Lipper’s Real Estate CEFs classification. At
the top of the group was Cohen & Steers Quality Income
Realty Fund, Inc. (NYSE: RQI, warehoused in Lipper’s
Real Estate CEFs classification), returning 6.89% on a
NAV basis and traded at a 13.58% discount on July 31.
Following RQI were Nuveen Real Estate Income Fund
(AMEX: JRS), posting a 5.81% return and traded at an
8.15% discount at month-end; New Germany Fund, Inc.
(NYSE: GF, housed in Lipper’s Developed Market CEFs
classification), gaining 5.37% on a NAV basis and traded at
a 10.60% discount on July 31; Cohen & Steers Total
Return Realty Fund, Inc. (NYSE: RFI, also housed in
Lipper’s Real Estate CEFs classification), rising 5.15% on a
NAV basis and traded at an 8.57% discount at month-end;
and New Ireland Fund, Inc. (NYSE: IRL, also warehoused
in Lipper’s Developed Market CEFs classification), posting
a 4.91% NAV-based return and traded at a 15.61%
discount on July 31.

April 2013

For the month the dispersion of performance in individual
equity CEFs—ranging from minus 19.83% to positive
6.89%—was narrower than June’s spread and more
positively skewed. The 20 top-performing equity
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CEFs posted returns at or above 3.35%, while the 20 lagging
equity CEFs were below minus 7.55%.
ASA Gold & Precious Metals Limited (NYSE: ASA), housed in
Lipper’s Sector Equity CEFs classification, shed 19.83% and sat
at the bottom of the equity CEFs universe for the month. ASA
traded at a 9.74% discount at monthend. GAMCO Global Gold,
Natural Resources & Income Trust (NYSE: GGN) posted the
next poorest return in the equity universe, declining 14.88% and
traded at a 12.75% discount at month-end. For July 145 equity
CEFs experienced NAV-based returns in the black.
At the short end of the curve Treasury yields continued to rise
after Federal Reserve Chair Janet Yellen reiterated the need for
an interest-rate increase in the near term and after a policy
statement from the two-day federal policy meeting in July
confirmed general improvement in the U.S. economy. However,
after some safe-haven moves by investors Treasury yields at the
long end of the curve declined. The ten-year yield declined 15 bps
to 2.20% at month-end. For the first month in four all of Lipper’s
municipal bond CEFs classifications (+1.10%) witnessed plus-side
returns for July. However, domestic taxable bond CEFs (-0.13%)
and world bond CEFs (-0.98%) were pulled down by investors’
risk-off mentality.
At the top of the domestic fixed income classification charts were
Corporate Debt BBB-Rated CEFs (Leveraged) (+0.44%) and
Corporate Debt BBB-Rated CEFs (+0.32%). At the bottom of the
domestic taxable bond CEFs macrogroup, High Yield CEFs (0.85%) suffered the largest negative return. As a result of
continued uncertainty in the world markets, both classifications
making up Lipper’s World Income CEFs macro-classification (0.98%) posted July returns in the lower third of the fixed income
universe, with Global Income CEFs posting minus 0.61% but still
mitigating losses better than Emerging Market Debt CEFs (1.49%, the fixed income universe’s poorest performing
classification for both June and July).
On the muni side New York Municipal Debt CEFs (+1.20%)
posted the strongest return of the subgroup and the fixed income
CEFs universe, while General & Insured Municipal Debt CEFs
(Unleveraged) (+0.65%) posted the lowest return of the group.
Single-state municipal debt CEFs (+1.15%) outshone their
national municipal debt CEF counterparts (+1.05%).
Three of the five top-performing individual CEFs in the fixed

income universe were housed in Lipper’s General Bond CEFs
classification. At the top of the group was BlackRock Build
America Bond Trust (NYSE: BBN, housed in Lipper’s General
Bond CEFs classification), returning 2.29% and traded at a 9.47%
discount on July 31. Following BBN were Eaton Vance TaxAdvantaged Bond and Option Strategies Fund (NYSE: EXD,
housed in Lipper’s General & Insured Municipal Debt CEFs
[Leveraged] classification), tacking 2.26% onto its June month-end
value and traded at a 13.35% discount at month-end; Nuveen
Build America Bond Opportunity Fund (NYSE: NBD, housed in
Lipper’s General Bond CEFs classification), posting a 2.11%
return and traded at a 9.86% discount on July 31; and Nuveen
Build America Bond Fund (NYSE: NBB, also housed in Lipper’s
General Bond CEFs classification), returning 2.03% and traded at
a 9.66% discount at month-end.
For the remaining funds in the fixed income CEFs universe
monthly NAV-basis performance ranged from minus 6.52% for
Morgan Stanley Emerging Markets Domestic Debt Fund, Inc.
(NYSE: EDD, housed in Lipper’s Emerging Market Debt CEFs
classification and traded at a 16.38% discount on July 31) to
1.80% for Eaton Vance Municipal Income Trust (NYSE: EVN,
housed in Lipper’s General & Insured Municipal Debt CEFs
[Leveraged] classification), which traded at a 0.71% discount at
month-end. The 20 top-performing fixed income CEFs posted
returns at or above 1.44%, while the 20 lagging CEFs were at or
below minus 1.14%. A total of 247 fixed income CEFs witnessed
plus-side performance for July.
PREMIUM AND DISCOUNT BEHAVIOR
For July the median discount of all CEFs narrowed 2 bps to
10.50%—worse than the 12-month moving average discount
(9.13%). Equity CEFs’ median discount widened 41 bps to
11.15%, while fixed income
CEFs’ median discount narrowed 58
April 2013
bps to 9.86%. The High Yield CEFs classification’s median
discount witnessed the largest widening, 141 bps to 14.04%, while
the national municipal debt CEFs macrogroup witnessed the
largest narrowing of discounts in the CEFs universe—119 bps to
8.49%.
For the month 46% of all funds’ discounts or premiums improved,
while 51% worsened. In particular, 31% of equity funds and 56%
of fixed income funds saw their individual discounts narrow,
premiums widen, or premiums replace discounts. The number of
funds traded at premiums on July 31 (36) was 6 more than on
June 30.
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CEF EVENTS AND CORPORATE ACTIONS
IPOs
The initial public offering of The Gabelli Go
Anywhere Trust (not yet traded) is extended
through August 11. The IPO is for a combination of
both common and preferred shares; shareholders
will be required to purchase three common shares at
$20 each and one preferred share at $40. The
combo package will trade for 60 days before
separate trading of common and preferred shares
begins.
RIGHTS, REPURCHASES, TENDER OFFERS
The Central Europe, Russia and Turkey Fund
(NYSE:CEE) tender offer for up to 5% of its common
shares has accepted 433,673 shares at 98% of NAV.
Nearly 5.8 million shares (67.8% of those
outstanding) were tendered, meaning under the final
pro rata calculations, 7.5% of tendered shares were
accepted for payment. The fund’s discount held
steady in July, ending at 9.8%.
At the 2015 annual shareholder meeting for Clough
Global Equity Fund (NYSE: GLQ) a shareholder
proposal requesting the board of trustees to
authorize a self-tender offer for all outstanding
common shares was defeated. Just 21.7% voted for
the proposal. The fund’s discount widened in July
from 9.7% to 11.5%.
Directors of The Central Europe, Russia and
Turkey Fund (NYSE: CEE), The European Equity
Fund (NYSE:EEA), and The New Germany Fund
(NYSE: GF) approved extensions to the funds’
current repurchase authorizations until July 31, 2016,
for approximately 10% of each fund’s shares
outstanding.
The subscription period for Cornerstone Total
Return Fund’s (NYSE: CRF) one-for-three
nontransferable rights offering expires August 14,
2015. Each shareholder is to be issued one right for
each whole share owned on the record date, July 17,
2015. The subscription price will be the greater of
either 107% of NAV at the close of trading on the
expiration date or 90% of the market price per share
at that time. The fund’s premium fell considerably,
from nearly 50% at the beginning of July to just
11.1% after the announcement and 15.6% at the end
of the month.
Final results of the tender offer for 5% (about
448,000 shares) of Delaware Investments
Dividend and Income Fund (NYSE:DDF) revealed
that approximately 16.3% of outstanding shares
(nearly 1.5 million shares) were tendered. Under final

pro rata conditions 30.7% of the tendered shares
were accepted for payment at 98% of NAV. The
fund’s discount widened in July from 7.3% to 11.3%.
MERGERS AND REORGANIZATIONS
Shareholders of Ares Dynamic Credit Allocation
Fund (NYSE: ARDC) and Ares Multi-Strategy
Credit Fund (NYSE: ARMF) approved a proposal to
reorganize ARMF into ARDC. The merger will occur
in Q3 2015, subject to regulatory requirements.
Furthermore, ARDC announced a nonfundamental
investment policy change to potentially increase the
fund’s investments in CLOs and other asset-backed
securities from 20% to 30% of managed assets and
to potentially increase the fund’s investments in
subordinated CLO tranches from 0% to 7.5% of
managed assets.

Authored by:
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OTHER
Trustees of First Trust Mortgage Income Fund
(NYSE: FMY) approved nonfundamental changes to
the fund’s investment strategy. Under the current
strategy the fund may invest up to 25% of its
managed assets in securities rated below “A,” and
under the new strategy it may invest up to 35% of its
managed assets in securities rated below “BBB-” (or
the equivalent). The fund anticipates implementing
the changes around October 5, 2015. The discount
on FMY narrowed from 14.3% to 10.6% in July.
Dinsmore Capital Management and Gabelli Funds
signed a strategic relationship agreement. Subject to
shareholder approval, the Dinsmore Group of Gabelli
Funds will continue to manage Bancroft Fund
(NYSE: BCV) and Ellsworth Growth and Income
Fund (NYSE: ECF). In addition, the Dinsmore
portfolio management team will contribute to the
management of The Gabelli Convertible and
Income Securities Fund (NYSE: GCV).
Trustees of Federated Enhanced Treasury Income
Fund (NYSE: FTT) recommend that the fund convert
to an open-end mutual fund. The conversion, not yet
approved by the fund’s trustees or shareholders,
would be expected to be completed during Q4 2015.
The fund’s two largest shareholders have already
agreed to vote in favor of conversion. Shareholders
would be permitted to redeem their shares of the
new open-end mutual fund at NAV, subject to a 1%
redemption fee, for the first six months after the
conversion. News of the conversion dropped the
discount from 5.7% to 2.2%.
Invesco Advisers filed shelf registration statements
(not yet effective) with the SEC for Invesco
Dynamic Credit Opportunities Fund (NYSE: VTA),
Invesco High Income Trust II (NYSE: VLT), and
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Invesco Senior Income Trust (NYSE: VVR).
Managed High Yield Plus Fund (NYSE: HYF) announced the
extension of the voluntary fee waiver with UBS Global Asset
Management (the fund’s investment manager and administrator),
lowering management fees from 0.70% to 0.55% of assets.
Effective August 1, UBS has agreed to extend this voluntary fee
waiver through July 31, 2016. The fund’s discount held steady in
July to end at 15.4%.
Trustees of MFS InterMarket Income Trust I (NYSE:CMK)
approved a plan to liquidate the fund. The plan is expected to
take effect on or about September 9, 2015. The fund’s discount
dropped from 4.6% to 1.4% in July.

Directors of Deutsche Global High Income Fund (NYSE:LBF)
and Deutsche High Income Opportunities Fund (NYSE: DHG)
approved the liquidation and dissolution of the funds.
Shareholders of both funds are scheduled to vote on the
proposals September 30, 2015.
© Thomson Reuters 2014. All Rights Reserved. Lipper Fund Market Insight Reports are
for informational purposes only, and do not constitute investment advice or an offer to
sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security of any entity in any jurisdiction. No
guarantee is made that the information in this report is accurate or complete and no
warranties are made with regard to the results to be obtained from its use. In addition,
Lipper, a Thomson Reuters company, will not be liable for any loss or damage resulting
from information obtained from Lipper or any of its affiliates. For immediate assistance,
feel free to contact Lipper Client Services toll-free at 877.955.4773 or via email at
LipperClientServices@thomsonreuters.com. For more information about Lipper, please
visit our website at www.lipperweb.com.

Market Videos
Click on image to access video
August 5, 2015
Deborah Fuhr of ETFGI: ETFs
are overtaking hedge funds

August 5, 2015
Len Tannenbaum of Fifth Street
Asset Management: Three
Things That Are Moving
Today’s Markets
August 3, 2015
Tom Roseen of Lipper: Lipper
Weekly Fund Flow Insights
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August 3, 2015
Russ Koesterich of BlackRock:
THIS may spark dreaded stock
correction: BlackRock
July 20, 2015
Ed Moy of Fortress Gold Group:
Gold funds tarnished by yellow
metal’s plunge
July 15, 2015
Patricia Oey of Morningstar: 2
Vanguard Moves First to Add
China A-Shares
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Average
1Mo NAV
Change

Average
1Mo Mkt
Change

Average
P/D
7/31/2015

Average
P/D
6/30/2015

Average 1
Mo P/D
Change

Average
YTD NAV
Change

Average
YTD Mkt
Change

Average
YTD P/D
Change (%)

California Municipal Debt Funds

0.7%

1.5%

-5.1%

-5.8%

0.8%

-1.8%

-2.2%

-0.4%

Convertible Securities Funds

-0.8%

-4.6%

-10.2%

-6.4%

-3.8%

-1.8%

-7.3%

-6.1%

Core Funds
Corporate BBB-Rated Debt
Funds(Leveraged)

-0.7%

-2.3%

-9.5%

-7.3%

-2.2%

-3.3%

-4.6%

-0.7%

0.0%

-0.4%

-10.9%

-10.5%

-0.4%

-1.7%

-2.8%

-1.0%

Corporate Debt Funds BBB-Rated

-0.1%

2.1%

-7.2%

-9.2%

2.0%

-2.6%

-1.4%

1.2%

Developed Market Funds

1.3%

-0.9%

-12.6%

-10.6%

-2.0%

7.4%

6.4%

-0.9%

Emerging Markets Funds
Emerging Mrkts Hard Currency Debt
Funds

-4.9%

-5.0%

-9.9%

-10.2%

0.3%

-3.1%

-4.5%

-0.8%

-1.9%

-3.3%

-14.5%

-13.3%

-1.2%

-5.7%

-7.8%

-2.1%

Energy MLP Funds
General & Insured Muni Debt Funds
(Leveraged)
General & Insured Muni Fds
(Unleveraged)

-6.0%

-6.2%

-9.1%

-8.9%

-0.2%

-18.3%

-22.5%

-5.5%

0.7%

1.8%

-8.3%

-9.3%

1.0%

-2.2%

-2.9%

-0.7%

0.3%

0.9%

-5.4%

-6.0%

0.6%

-1.2%

-4.4%

-3.2%

General Bond Funds

-0.4%

-0.3%

-8.7%

-8.2%

0.0%

-2.2%

-5.3%

-3.4%

Global Funds

0.0%

-2.0%

-13.1%

-11.3%

-1.8%

-1.4%

-5.1%

-3.7%

Global Income Funds

-1.3%

-2.3%

-12.1%

-11.2%

-0.9%

-4.3%

-7.5%

-3.3%

Growth Funds

-0.9%

0.2%

-9.8%

-9.3%

-0.5%

-8.5%

0.0%

-0.5%

High Yield Funds

-1.4%

-3.6%

-14.0%

-12.3%

-1.7%

-2.6%

-8.2%

-5.3%

High Yield Funds (Leveraged)

-1.4%

-3.1%

-13.0%

-11.5%

-1.6%

-3.4%

-9.4%

-6.2%

High Yield Municipal Debt Funds

0.2%

0.7%

-6.9%

-7.4%

0.4%

-1.9%

-5.6%

-4.0%

Income & Preferred Stock Funds

0.7%

0.0%

-9.5%

-8.8%

-0.7%

-1.5%

-3.5%

-2.2%

Intermediate Municipal Debt Funds

0.4%

0.8%

-5.5%

-5.8%

0.3%

-1.8%

-1.8%

-0.2%

Loan Participation Funds

-0.4%

-0.2%

-10.2%

-10.4%

0.3%

0.0%

-0.5%

-0.7%

Natural Resources Funds

-7.4%

-7.6%

-12.9%

-12.0%

-0.9%

-14.9%

-18.5%

-2.2%

New Jersey Municipal Debt Funds

0.7%

5.4%

-8.4%

-12.5%

4.1%

-3.3%

-0.6%

2.5%

New York Municipal Debt Funds

0.8%

1.8%

-5.3%

-6.3%

1.0%

-1.8%

0.1%

1.8%

Options Arbitrage/Opt Strategies Funds

0.4%

0.1%

-5.9%

-5.5%

-0.4%

0.0%

-0.1%

-0.5%

Other States Municipal Debt Funds

0.7%

0.4%

-8.0%

-7.4%

-0.3%

-1.7%

-1.5%

0.3%

Pacific Ex Japan Funds

-4.9%

-4.8%

-11.4%

-11.6%

0.2%

-3.9%

-5.8%

-1.9%

Pennsylvania Municipal Debt Funds

0.5%

0.9%

-12.8%

-13.1%

0.4%

-1.8%

-4.7%

-2.7%

Real Estate Funds

2.7%

3.0%

-13.7%

-14.6%

-1.0%

-1.0%

-5.1%

-2.8%

Sector Equity Funds

-2.9%

-3.8%

-6.5%

-6.1%

-0.4%

-0.5%

-4.9%

-2.1%

U.S. Mortgage Funds

-0.3%

0.0%

-10.8%

-11.2%

0.4%

-1.2%

-4.0%

-2.5%

Utility Funds

1.2%

-0.3%

-7.9%

-6.4%

-1.5%

-8.4%

-11.3%

-2.9%

Value Funds

0.2%

0.0%

-13.9%

-13.3%

-0.7%

-1.6%

-5.8%

-3.6%

California Municipal Debt Funds

0.7%

1.5%

-5.1%

-5.8%

0.8%

-1.8%

-2.2%

-0.4%

Category
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Top 5 Performing CEFs
Ticker
Symbol

1-Month NAV
Change

Rank

RQI

6.9%

1

Real Estate Funds

JRS

5.8%

2

Developed Market Funds

GFN

5.4%

3

Cohen & Steers TR Rlty

Real Estate Funds

RFI

5.1%

4

New Ireland Fund

Developed Market Funds

IRL

4.9%

5

Fund Name

Category

Ticker
Symbol

Year-to-Date
NAV Change

Rank

Japan Small Cap

Developed Market Funds

JOF

19.0%

1

Tekla Life Sciences Inv

Sector Equity Funds

HQL

18.4%

2

Aberdeen Israel Fund

Developed Market Funds

ISL

16.5%

3

Tekla Healthcare Invest

Sector Equity Funds

HQH

15.9%

4

Aberdeen Japan Equity

Developed Market Funds

JEQ

15.4%

5

Fund Name

Category

Ticker
Symbol

1-Month
Market Change

Rank

Eaton Vance NJ Muni Bd

New Jersey Municipal Debt Funds

EMJ

16.3%

1

Transam Income Shares

Corporate Debt Funds BBB-Rated

TAI

10.0%

2

Eaton Vance NJ Muni Inc

New Jersey Municipal Debt Funds

EVJ

9.2%

3

Eaton Vance T-M B-W Inc

Options Arbitrage/Opt Strategies Funds

ETB

7.4%

4

Self Storage Group

Real Estate Funds

SELF

7.3%

5

Fund Name

Category

Ticker
Symbol

Year-to-Date
Market Change

Rank

Tekla Life Sciences Inv

Sector Equity Funds

HQL

20.0%

1

Japan Small Cap

Developed Market Funds

JOF

19.4%

2

J Hancock Finl Opptys

Sector Equity Funds

BTO

19.1%

3

Aberdeen Japan Equity

Developed Market Funds

JEQ

17.7%

4

Tekla Healthcare Invest

Sector Equity Funds

HQH

16.4%

5

Fund Name

Category

Eaton Vance NJ Muni Bd

Fund Name

Category

Cohen & Steers Qual Rlty

Real Estate Funds

Nuveen Real Estate Inc
New Germany Fund

Ticker
Symbol

1-Month P/D
Change

Rank

New Jersey Municipal Debt Funds

EMJ

13.8%

1

Transam Income Shares

Corporate Debt Funds BBB-Rated

TAI

9.1%

2

Herzfeld Caribbean Basin

Emerging Markets Funds

8.6%

3

Eaton Vance NJ Muni Inc

New Jersey Municipal Debt Funds

EVJ

7.5%

4

Templeton Russia & E Eur

Emerging Markets Funds

TRF

5.9%

5

Fund Name

Category

Herzfeld Caribbean Basin

Emerging Markets Funds

Eaton Vance NJ Muni Bd
Nuveen AC Engy MLP Opps

Ticker
Symbol

Year-to-Date
P/D Change

Rank

CUBA

20.3%

1

New Jersey Municipal Debt Funds

EMJ

15.7%

2

Energy MLP Funds

JML

13.6%

3

J Hancock Finl Opptys

Sector Equity Funds

BTO

12.6%

4

Cornerstone Total Return

Core Funds

CRF

11.8%

5
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Global ETF and ETP Monthly Overview

Global ETF and ETP asset growth as at end of July 2015
At the end of July 2015, the Global ETF industry had 4,244 ETFs, with 9,064 listings, assets of US$2,869 Bn, from 233 providers on 61
exchanges. At the end of July 2015, the Global ETF/ETP industry had 5,891 ETFs/ETPs, with 11,396 listings, assets of US$3,003 Bn, from 265
providers on 63 exchanges.

Year
# ETFs
# ETFs/ETPs
ETF assets
ETF/ETP
assets

2001
209
221
105

2002
284
296
142

2003
289
304
212

2004
335
365
310

2005
451
507
417

2006
725
888
580

2007
1,184
1,544
807

2008
1,614
2,238
716

2009
1,962
2,741
1,041

2010
2,474
3,617
1,313

2011
3,020
4,337
1,355

2012
3,323
4,711
1,754

2013
3,588
5,082
2,254

2014
3,962
5,552
2,643

Jul-15
4,244
5,891
2,869

109

146

218

319

426

603

857

774

1,158

1,478

1,526

1,949

2,398

2,784

3,003

Summary for ETFs/ETPs: Global
ETFs and ETPs listed globally are gathering net new assets 21% percent
faster than in prior years according to ETFGI’s preliminary ETF and ETP
global insights report for the July 2015. Assets invested in ETFs and ETPs
are again above the US$3 trillion milestone which they first passed at the
end of May 2015 before dropping below US$3 trillion at the end of June
2015.

Japan have gathered US$24 Bn which is significantly higher than the
US$15 Bn gathered in the first seven months of 2014.
In July 2015, ETFs/ETPs listed globally gathered US$46 Bn. Equity
ETFs/ETPs gathered the largest net inflows with US$35 Bn, followed by
fixed income ETFs/ETPs with US$9 Bn, while commodity ETFs/ETPs
experienced net outflows of US$2 Bn.

A record level of US$199 billion in net new assets (NNA) was gathered by
ETFs and ETPs listed globally in the first seven months of 2015, surpassing
the prior record of US$164 billion gathered in the same period in 2014. At
the end of July 2015, the global ETF/ETP industry had 5,891 ETFs/ETPs,
with 11,396 listings, from 265 providers on 63 exchanges in 51 countries.

Year to date (YTD) through end of July 2015, ETFs/ETPs have seen net
inflows of US$199 Bn. Equity ETFs/ETPs gathered the largest net inflows
YTD with US$137 Bn, followed by fixed income ETFs/ETPs with US$44 Bn,
and commodity ETFs/ETPs have gathered net inflows of US$2 Bn.

“The S&P 500 index ended up 2% for the month of July and finished the first
seven months of 2015 up 3%. Although investors faced uncertainty in China
and Greece during July they continued to invest significant net new assets
in equity ETFs”, according to Deborah Fuhr, managing partner of ETFGI.

iShares gathered the largest net ETF/ETP inflows in July with US$11.3 Bn,
followed by SPDR ETFs with US$6.0 Bn, Vanguard with US$5.3 Bn net
inflows, Nomura AM with US$2.9 Bn and DB x-trackers with US$2.6 Bn in
net inflows.

Record levels of net new assets (NNA) have also been gathered by
ETFs/ETPs listed in the United States which have gathered US$125 Bn,
beating the previous record of US$116 Bn gathered in the first seven
months of 2013. European listed ETFs/ETPs gathered US$48 Bn, beating
the US$43 Bn gathered in the same period in 2014 and ETFs/ETPs listed in

YTD, iShares has gathered the largest net ETF/ETP inflows with US$63.4
Bn, followed by Vanguard with US$50.1 Bn, DB x-trackers with US$21.7 Bn
net inflows, WisdomTree with US$21.5 Bn and Nomura AM with US$10.4
Bn.

Source: ETFGI data sourced from ETF/ETP sponsors, exchanges, regulatory filings, Thomson Reuters/Lipper, Bloomberg, publicly available sources, and data generated by our in-house team.
Note: “ETFs” are typically open-end index funds that provide daily portfolio transparency, are listed and traded on exchanges like stocks on a secondary basis as well as utilising a unique creation and redemption
process for primary transactions. “ETPs” refers to other products that have similarities to ETFs in the way they trade and settle but they do not use a mutual fund structure. The use of other structures including grantor
trusts, partnerships, notes and depositary receipts by ETPs can create different tax and regulatory implications for investors when compared to ETFs which are funds.
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Global ETF/ETP Assets Summary

ETF/ETP assets by region listed

Region

# ETFs/
ETPs

Assets
(US$ Bn)

ETF/ETP assets by product structure

ETF/ETP assets by asset class

%
total

Asset
class

US

1,764 $2,141.2 71.3%

Equity

Europe

2,135

$504.2 16.8%

# ETFs/
ETPs

Assets
(US$ Bn)

%
total

%
total

ETF

4,244 $2,868.8

Fixed Income

866

$454.0 15.1%

ETP

1,647

Total

5,891 $3,002.8 100.0%

$125.1

4.2%

Commodities

707

$102.3

3.4%

Asia Pacific
(ex-Japan)

711

$120.9

4.0%

Leveraged

335

$37.0

1.2%

Canada

368

$65.5

2.2%

Active

217

$30.5

1.0%

Middle East
and Africa

711

$39.8

1.3%

Leveraged
Inverse

166

$13.4

0.4%

48

$6.0

0.2%

Others

428

$23.8

0.8%

5,891 $3,002.8 100.0%

Assets
(US$ Bn)

$2,341.8 78.0%

154

Total

# ETFs/
ETPs

3,172

Japan

Latin America

Asset
class

Total

5,891

95.5%

$134.0

4.5%

Source: ETFGI data sourced from ETF/ETP sponsors,
exchanges,
regulatory
filings,
Thomson
Reuters/Lipper, Bloomberg, publicly available sources,
and data generated by our in-house team.

$3,002.8 100.0%

Source: ETFGI data sourced from ETF/ETP sponsors, exchanges, regulatory filings, Thomson Reuters/Lipper, Bloomberg, publicly available sources, and data generated by our in-house
team. Note: This report is based on the most recent data available at the time of publication. Asset and flow data may change slightly as additional month-end data becomes available.

REGISTER

PAST AGENDA
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Global Year to Date Net New Assets

YTD 2013 vs 2012, 2011 ETF and ETP net new assets by asset class: Global

ETFs and ETPs listed globally gathered net inflows of $46,744 Mn in
July. Year to date, net inflows stand at $199,184 Mn. At this point last
year there were net inflows of $164,108 Mn.
Equity ETFs/ETPs saw net inflows of $35,324 Mn in July, bringing
year to date net inflows to $137,153 Mn, which is greater than the net
inflows of $114,480 Mn over the same period last year.
Fixed income ETFs and ETPs experienced net inflows of $8,924 Mn
in July, growing year to date net inflows to $44,286 Mn, which is
greater than the same period last year which saw net inflows of
$39,359 Mn.
Commodity ETFs/ETPs saw net outflows of $2,017 Mn in July. Year
to date, net inflows are at $2,216 Mn, compared to net inflows of $56
Mn over the same period last year.

Actively
managed
products
saw
net
inflows
of
$1,228 Mn in July, bringing year to date net inflows to $6,262 Mn,
which is greater than the net inflows of $3,741 Mn over the same
period last year.
Products tracking alternative indices experienced net outflows of
$185 Mn in July, reducing year to date net inflows to $823 Mn, which
is greater than the same period last year which saw net inflows of
$601 Mn.
Currency products saw net outflows of $140 Mn in July. Year to date,
net inflows are at $504 Mn, compared to net outflows of $259 Mn
over the same period last year.
Products holding more than one asset class saw net outflows of $71
Mn in July, bringing year to date net inflows to $224 Mn, which is less
than the net inflows of $1,085 Mn over the same period last year.

Source: ETFGI data sourced from ETF/ETP sponsors, exchanges, regulatory filings, Thomson Reuters/Lipper, Bloomberg, publicly available sources, and data generated by our in-house
team.
Note: This report is based on the most recent data available at the time of publication. Asset and flow data may change slightly as additional month-end data becomes available.
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ETF/ ETP Distribution and Benchmarks

Distribution of ETFs/ETPs by size
429 ETFs/ETPs have
greater than US$1 Bn
in assets, while 1,854
have greater than
US$100 Mn in assets
and
2,446
have
greater
than
US$50 Mn in assets.
The 429 ETFs/ETPs
with greater than US$1
Bn in assets hold a
combined
total
of
US$2,432
Bn,
or
81.2%,
of
Global
ETF/ETP assets.

ETF/ETP underlying benchmarks: developed equity
Top 20 by assets

Top 20 by monthly net inflows

Name
S&P 500 Index
MSCI EAFE Index
Nikkei 225 Index
CRSP US Total Market Index
TOPIX Index
NASDAQ 100 Index
S&P Mid Cap 400 Index
MSCI Japan Index
EURO STOXX 50 Index
Russell 1000 Growth Index
Russell 2000 Index
FTSE Developed ex North America
Index
Russell 1000 Value Index
MSCI US REIT Index
Wisdom Tree Europe Hedged Equity
Index
S&P Financial Select Sector Index
DAX Index
MSCI World Index
NASDAQ Dividend Achievers Select
Index
CRSP US Large Cap Growth Index

Assets
NNA
NNA
(US$ Mn) (US$ Mn) (US$ Mn)
Jul-15
Jul-15 YTD 2015
334,183
5,799 (39,114)
80,120
418
20,215
60,670
2,667
10,061
58,082
(533)
5,352
50,590
1,358
9,671
45,673
187
(2,493)
44,348
(101)
2,337
38,037
590
7,092
37,694
1,763
7,549
31,106
307
1,200
29,526
(1,554)
(2,910)
28,927

554

3,180

26,243
25,761

(35)
689

225
(586)

21,911

1,221

15,436

20,719
20,659
20,361

935
206
196

(1,080)
1,429
256

20,128

(96)

(961)

19,616

202

1,209

Source: ETFGI data sourced from ETF/ETP sponsors, exchanges, regulatory filings, Thomson
Reuters/Lipper, Bloomberg, publicly available sources, and data generated by our in-house team.

Name
S&P 500 Index
Nikkei 225 Index
EURO STOXX 50 Index
TOPIX Index
Wisdom Tree Europe Hedged Equity
Index
Russell 1000 Index
S&P Financial Select Sector Index
NASDAQ Biotechnology Index
FTSE Developed Europe Index
S&P Health Care Select Sector Index
S&P Consumer Discretionary Select
Sector Index
MSCI US REIT Index
S&P Consumer Staples Select Sector
Index
MSCI EMU Index
MSCI Japan Index
FTSE Developed ex North America
Index
MSCI Europe Index
STOXX Europe 600 Index
MSCI EAFE IMI Index USD
Dow Jones Industrial Average Index

…your link with the Global Investment Community

Assets
NNA
NNA
(US$ Mn) (US$ Mn) (US$ Mn)
Jul-15
Jul-15 YTD 2015
334,183
5,799 (39,114)
60,670
2,667
10,061
37,694
1,763
7,549
50,590
1,358
9,671
21,911

1,221

15,436

13,318
20,719
10,225
15,770
16,717

1,152
935
835
767
743

1,454
(1,080)
1,310
3,781
3,051

11,564

723

906

25,761

689

(586)

8,331

638

(1,969)

17,022
38,037

636
590

4,991
7,092

28,927

554

3,180

14,406
10,583
6,390
12,711

514
493
484
466

2,913
1,973
2,936
(1,792)
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Year to Date ETF / ETP Product Launches

YTD ETF/ETP product launches
# ETFs/ETPs by region listed

Region

# ETFs/ETPs by asset class

# ETFs/ETPs

% total

US

160

31.1%

Equity

Asia Pacific (ex-Japan)

129

25.1%

Europe

118

Middle East and Africa

% total

Structure

327

63.6%

ETF

402

78.2%

Fixed income

64

12.5%

ETP

112

21.8%

23.0%

Leveraged

33

6.4%

Total

514 100.0%

54

10.5%

Active

27

5.3%

Canada

37

7.2%

Inverse

20

3.9%

Japan

13

2.5%

Commodities

14

2.7%

3

0.6%

Others

29

5.6%

Latin America
Total

514 100.0%

Asset class

# ETFs/ETPs by product structure

Total

# ETFs/ETPs

514 100.0%

# ETFs/ETPs

% total

Source: ETFGI, Bloomberg, ETF/ETP providers.

Please visit www. Etfgi.com and contact deborah.fuhr@etfgi.com if you would like to subscribe to ETFGI's full monthly Global ETF and ETP
industry insights reports containing over 300 pages of charts and analysis, ETFGI's Institutional Users of ETFs and ETPs report or a custom
analysis.

Annually, Capital Link holds 8-10 annual Investment Conferences in New York, London and
Athens on maritime transportation and marine services, corporate social responsibility,
Closed-End Funds and Global ETFs, a Greek Investor Forum in New York, and a Global
Derivatives Forum on Commodities, Energy and Freight.
To view our upcoming conference, please click here.
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Closed-End Funds Rating Actions

Fitch: Puerto Rico Holdings Small for Most Muni
Closed-End Funds
July 20, 2015
Puerto Rico's longstanding and deepening fiscal
challenges led most closed-end municipal bond
funds (CEF) to reduce holdings of the debt of the
commonwealth, protecting the majority of these funds
from substantial negative effects, says Fitch Ratings.
Of 192 Fitch-rated closed-end muni funds, 57 still
had some Puerto Rico holdings. Of the group with
exposure to Puerto Rico, the majority had less than
2% holdings, with an average of about 1.1% as of the
end of May 2015.

Among the small group of closed-end funds with
higher exposures to Puerto Rico (roughly in the
range of 2.5% up to 6%), Fitch believes that even a
full writedown of Puerto Rico holdings would not
trigger any rating downgrades of preferred stock
issued by these funds. Most of the debt already
trades at distressed prices, muting the impact of any
further price declines.

Authored by:
Ian Rasmussen
+1 212 908 0232
Matthew Noll, CFA
+1 212 908 0652

Fitch: MLP CEFs Utilize Private Placements
Despite Commodity Price Pressures
July 31, 2015
MLP closed-end funds (CEFs) continue to access the
private placement market to raise capital and
refinance existing debt despite recent price and NAV
pressures, and declines in the energy sector,
according to Fitch Ratings.

On average, MLP CEFs have experienced a 24.75%
loss based on NAV since Nov. 1, 2014. During the
same period, they have experienced a 28.5% loss on
a price total return basis, and as a result average
discounts of have widened from -4.35% on Nov. 1,
2014 to -10.43%.

Authored by:
Ian Rasmussen
+1 212 908 0232
Brian Knudsen
+1 646 582 4904

Rating Actions
To access the complete rating action, please click on the links below.
•

Fitch Rates Clearbridge MLP Closed-End Fund Pfd Shares 'AA'; Affirms Existing Notes' Ratings – July 24, 2015

•

Fitch Affirms Notes Issued by 7 UBS/Banco Popular Puerto Rico Funds – August 6, 2015

•

Fitch Affirms Notes Issued by 12 UBS Puerto Rico CEFs – August 6, 2015

•

Fitch Affirms Notes Issued by 11 Santander Puerto Rico CEFs – August 6, 2015

…your link with the Global Investment Community
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Closed-End Fund Commentary

Closed-End Fund Review: Second Quarter 2015
July 22, 2015
Second Quarter Overview
The second quarter was a difficult one for diversified
closed-end fund (CEF) investors. According to
Morningstar, the average CEF was lower by 3.70% on a
share price total return basis. Most categories of the
CEF marketplace experienced share price total return
weakness during the second quarter and that is
reflected in the fact that, according to Morningstar, all
equity CEFs were lower by an average of 3.44%; all
taxable fixed-income CEFs were down by an average of
3.40% and all municipal CEFs were lower by an
average of 4.35%. While there are different reasons for
the share price weakness depending on the specific
category, in general the global increase in long-term
interest rates during the quarter, coupled with volatile
global equity markets (particularly during the last month
of the second quarter), created a tough backdrop for
many CEFs.
In my view, the main story during the quarter was not so
much the share price total return weakness many CEFs
experienced, but rather the meaningful discount
widening and the degree that many categories had their
respective share prices underperform underlying net
asset values (NAVs). Indeed, while the average CEF
had a 3.70% share price total return decline during the
quarter, the average NAV was lower by much less
(1.39%) on a total return basis (Morningstar). While it is
not unusual for share prices to underperform underlying
NAVs, the discount widening which occurred during the
quarter, as well as both the absolute and relative level
of current average discounts to NAV (compared to
historical averages), is noteworthy (please see below
for more on this topic).
Average Discounts to NAV Widen During Second
Quarter
According to Morningstar, the average discount to NAV
for all 561 CEFs in its database ended the quarter at
9.03%. This is over 200 basis points wider than where
NAVs were when the first quarter ended and average
discounts to NAV were 6.72%. The widening of
discounts to NAV during the quarter to over 9% has
pushed average discounts to levels which are
meaningfully wider than historical averages. Indeed, the
average discount to NAV one year ago ended
6/30/2014 was 6.04%; three years ago ended
6/30/2012 was 0.79%; five years ago ended 6/30/2010
was 1.89%; and ten years ago ended 6/30/2005 was
3.34% (Morningstar). In short, as the chart below
illustrates, average discounts to NAV for all CEFs from
6/30/2005 through 6/30/2015 are currently as wide as
they have been since the credit crisis during the second
half of 2008 and beginning of 2009.

While it is challenging to know exactly why discounts
have widened so significantly recently, in my opinion, it
is likely related to investor apprehension toward the
CEF structure. Why? For one thing, the global increase
in longterm interest rates during the quarter (for
example, according to Bloomberg, the yield on the 10YR U.S. Treasury increased from 1.93% to 2.34%). As
well, the increased discussion of higher short-term rates
(and therefore higher leverage cost) being discussed by
several members of the federal reserve has spooked
investors, in my opinion. Either way, while the recent
weakness, as well as discount widening, has created
short-term frustration for diversified CEF investors in my
view, it has also created some very compelling longterm dollar cost averaging opportunities, along with
compelling opportunities to initiate positions in favored
categories (see below).

Authored by:
Jeff Margolin
Senior VicePreident, ClosedEnd Fund Analyst
FirstTrust

Use Recent Weakness and Discount Widening to
Focus on Favored Categories
As discussed above, headed into the second half of
2015, average discounts to NAV for the CEF
marketplace remain much wider than recent historical
averages. I believe this has created some compelling
opportunities for diversified CEF investors. However,
even though average discounts to NAV for most
categories are in the high single-digit or even in the low
double-digit range, I still believe investors need to pick
their spots carefully when deciding which CEFs and
categories to focus on.
In my view, given First Trust Portfolios’ macro outlook
for continued “plow horse” (as our Economics Team
calls it) growth in the U.S. economy, potential for mid
single-digit growth in S&P 500® Index earnings in 2015
and doubledigit earnings in 2016 and the potential for
both short- and long-term interest rates to move higher
this year, I continue to believe the core parts of an
investor’s CEF positions should include domestic equity
CEFs, senior loan CEFs, limited duration multi-sector
CEFs and non-leveraged municipal CEFs. I also
continue to believe that convertible CEFs, Master
Limited Partnership (MLP) CEFs and preferred
securities CEFs that specifically have an emphasis on
fixed-to-floating1 rate preferreds are three categories
that could be used as satellite positions.
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Funds built
for discovery.
Aberdeen Closed-End Funds
Choose from funds that actively seek the most
compelling opportunities across global, single-country
and emerging markets. Draw the dual benefits
of exchange-traded investing and the power
of active management.
Discover more, go to aberdeen-asset.us/cef

Closed-end funds are traded on the secondary market through one of the stock exchanges. The Fund’s investment return and principal value will fluctuate so that an investor’s shares may be worth
more or less than the original cost. Shares of closed-end funds may trade above (a premium) or below (a discount) the net asset value (NAV) of the fund’s portfolio. There is no assurance that the Fund
will achieve its investment objective. Past performance does not guarantee future results. Foreign securities are more volatile, harder to price and less liquid than U.S. securities. They are subject to
different accounting and regulatory standards, and political and economic risks. These risks may be enhanced in emerging market countries. Concentrating investments in the Asia-Pacific region subjects
the fund to more volatility and greater risk of loss than geographically diverse funds.
Aberdeen Asset Management (AAM) is the marketing name in the U.S. for the following affiliated, registered investment advisers: Aberdeen Asset Management Inc., Aberdeen Asset Managers Ltd,
Aberdeen Asset Management Ltd and Aberdeen Asset Management Asia Ltd, each of which is wholly owned by Aberdeen Asset Management PLC. “Aberdeen” is a U.S. registered service trademark of
Aberdeen Asset Management PLC.

ETF Commentary

Lipper U.S. Fund Flows: Investors Are Net Redeemers of
Fund Assets for the Week

August 3, 2015

During the fund-flows week ended July 29 weak earnings
reports from bellwether stocks such as American
Express, Caterpillar, and 3M, accompanied by a
hangover from China’s market meltdown, outweighed a
plunge in weekly applications for unemployment benefits
to the lowest level since 1973.
Investors shrugged off better-than-expected earnings
report from Amazon and ignored the Anthem-Cigna M&A
news and the announcement that Greek officials had
approved a second set of austerity measures. Instead,
investors focused on the continued decline in oil, the
selloff in commodities, concerns over a decline in global
economic growth, and a housing report that showed the
largest slowdown in single-family-home sales in seven
months. Ho-hum economic data and sketchy guidance
from U.S. firms during the flows week initially led
investors to safe-haven plays, especially after the
Shanghai Composite’s largest one-day slide (-8.5%)
since February 2007. Despite a better-than-expected
June durable goods report, investors took a wait-and-see
approach ahead of the two-day Federal Open Market
Committee meeting, leading to a small rally in U.S.
Treasuries. However, in the last two days of the flows
week, U.S. stocks rallied after China stocks showed a
more tempered decline and oil prices rose for the first
time in five sessions. On Wednesday, July 29, the Dow
marked its fifth straight session of triple-digit moves, this
time to the upside after the Federal Reserve left itself
wiggle room to raise rates as early as September, citing
a continuation of solid gains in the job market. Investors
cheered Citrix’s better-than-expected earnings report,
Chinese stocks moved higher, and crude oil had its
second biggest one-day gain in July, with futures rising
1.7% for the day. Nonetheless, the Dow Jones Industrial
Daily Reinvested Average still finished the flows week
down 0.56%.
Despite the flight to safety and what many market
pundits might have expected—a subsequent uptick in
flows to money market funds, for the second week in
three investors were net redeemers of fund assets
(including those of conventional funds and exchangetraded funds [ETFs]), withdrawing a net $6.2 billion for
the week. Investors pulled money out of all four of
Lipper’s major macro-groups, redeeming $3.5 billion from
taxable bond funds, $1.8 billion from equity funds, $0.9
billion from money market funds, and $73 million from
municipal bond funds.

For the second week in a row equity ETFs witnessed net
outflows, handing back $1.1 billion. With concerns about
a slowing global economy, authorized participants (APs)
were net redeemers of domestic equity funds (-$0.9
billion), withdrawing money from the group for a second
consecutive week. They also redeemed money from
nondomestic equity funds (-$0.1 billion)—for the fourth
week in five. Despite the selloff in domestic equities, APs
continued to favor health/biotech issues, with iShares
Nasdaq Biotechnology ETF (+$0.4 billion) and iShares
Core S&P Mid-Cap ETF (+$0.4 billion) attracting the
largest amounts of net new money of all individual ETFs.
At the other end of the spectrum SPDR S&P 500 ETF ($1.1 billion) once again experienced the largest net
redemption, while iShares MSCI Emerging Markets ETF
(-$0.8 billion) suffered the second largest redemption for
the week.
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For the second week in three conventional fund (ex-ETF)
investors were net redeemers of equity funds, redeeming
$0.7 billion from the group. Domestic equity funds,
handing back $1.9 billion, witnessed their third
consecutive week of net outflows. Meanwhile, their
nondomestic equity fund counterparts witnessed $1.2
billion of net inflows—attracting new money for the
second consecutive week. On the domestic side
investors lightened up on large-cap funds and equity
income funds, redeeming a net $1.1 billion and $0.4
billion, respectively, for the week. On the nondomestic
side international equity funds witnessed $1.3 billion of
net inflows, while global equity funds handed back $0.1
billion.
For the first week in four taxable bond funds (ex-ETFs)
witnessed net outflows, handing back a little less than
$2.9 billion. Corporate investment-grade debt funds
suffered the largest net redemptions, witnessing net
outflows of $1.4 billion (for their second week of
redemptions in three), while flexible funds (for their 27th
week of net inflows) and government-mortgage funds
were the only fixed income groups attracting net new
month for the week, taking in $337 million and $35
million, respectively. Perhaps as a result of the week’s
noncommitment to interest rate increases by the Fed,
investors were net redeemers of loan participation funds
(but only to the tune of -$13 million)–for their second
week of outflows in three. For the eleventh week in 12,
municipal debt funds (ex-ETFs) witnessed net outflows,
giving back $175 million this past week.
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Questions to Ask Your "Smart Beta" ETF
July 27, 2015
One of the most common complaints we hear from
investment advisors attempting to evaluate "smart beta"
ETFs is that the category itself lacks cohesion. ETFs
employing a variety of different strategies, with a wide
range of risks and objectives, have been given the
"smart beta" label simply because they do not track
traditional market-cap weighted benchmark indices.
Alternatively, we believe advisors are better off judging
ETFs on the basis of their own underlying strategies,
rather than attempting to treat "smart beta" ETFs as a
category. The following presents a few questions we
believe investors should ask as they begin this process,
using as a model First Trust's AlphaDEX family of ETFs,
which is comprised of 41 funds with $20.9 billion in
assets-under-management (as of 6/30/15).

three separate factors: price-to-book ratio, price-to-cash
flow ratio, and return on assets. The first two factors
identify whether a stock is cheap or expensive compared
to other stocks in the universe, relative to certain
fundamental measures (book value and cash flow). The
model scores "cheap" stocks higher than "expensive"
stocks in order to seek to capitalize on the so-called
"value" anomaly, which is the tendency of cheap stocks
to deliver better risk-adjusted returns—and expensive
stocks to deliver worse risk-adjusted returns—than
predicted by the efficient market hypothesis. The third
factor, return on assets, provides an indication of
efficiency and balance sheet quality. Its purpose in the
model is to bias the strategy in favor higher quality
stocks.

What is the objective of the underlying strategy?
In order to judge how successful a strategy might be, we
believe it's important to first identify what it's trying to
accomplish. So-called "smart beta" ETFs have a wide
range of objectives, ranging from maximizing dividend
income, to increasing or decreasing market risk, to
seeking exposure to other specific characteristics. The
objective of the strategy employed by First Trust's
AlphaDEX ETFs is to seek better risk-adjusted returns
than traditional benchmark indices, while maintaining a
relatively high degree of correlation to those
benchmarks.

The AlphaDEX strategy scores "growth" stocks based on
five separate factors: three-month price appreciation, sixmonth
price
appreciation,
twelve-month
price
appreciation, one-year sales growth, and price-to-sales
ratio. The first three factors measure momentum over
various time periods, scoring high momentum stocks
better than low momentum stocks. This is done to seek
to capitalize on the so-called "momentum" anomaly,
which is the tendency for stocks that have performed
best in the recent past to outperform over the next three
to twelve months. In addition to momentum, the growth
model includes one-year sales growth in order to favor
stocks whose momentum is supported by underlying
fundamental revenue growth. Lastly, price-to-sales is
included in order to deemphasize more expensive highmomentum stocks.

From what universe of stocks are potential holdings
selected?
We believe it's important to know what sort of holdings a
strategy might include. On the one hand, a broad
universe may produce certain unexpected exposures or
biases; on the other hand, a narrow universe may limit
the level of exposure to certain characteristics sought by
a strategy. The universe of stocks for each AlphaDEX
strategy is established by the holdings of traditional
benchmark indices.
For example, the universe of
potential holdings for the First Trust Large Cap Core
AlphaDEX Fund (FEX) is established by the S&P 500
Index. This is intended to prevent each AlphaDEX
strategy from "drifting" into other categories.
How are stocks selected?
While some strategies include all potential holdings from
a given universe, others select a smaller group, based on
a variety of characteristics. The AlphaDEX strategy
selects holdings based on a scoring model designed to
favor certain factors that, when combined, have
historically been associated with better risk-adjusted
returns.
The AlphaDEX strategy scores "value" stocks based on
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How are weightings assigned?
A variety of weighting methodologies have been applied
to "smart beta" ETFs, ranging from equal-weighting to
weightings based on certain fundamental characteristics,
such as earnings or dividends. The AlphaDEX strategy
uses the scoring model described above to assign
portfolio weightings which results in weighting higher
scoring stocks over lower scoring stocks.
How often is the strategy reapplied and the portfolio
rebalanced?
Many "smart beta" strategies have higher turnover and
more frequent rebalancing than traditional market-cap
weighted benchmark indices. The AlphaDEX strategy is
reapplied, and holdings are rebalanced, on a quarterly
basis for domestic funds, and a semi-annual basis for
international funds.
As stock prices and company
fundamentals shift over time, we believe this is
necessary in order for the strategy to continue favoring
relatively cheap, high-quality value stocks, and
reasonably priced, high-momentum growth stocks.
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Of course, the questions listed above are meant only to be a starting
point for those attempting to get their arms around a continually
expanding and evolving universe of so called "smart beta" ETFs.
Beyond these questions are many others pertaining to how well the
risks and objectives of different ETFs align with those of individual
investors. For these questions, we believe investment advisors
should play an essential role, evaluating the function that each ETF
provides in the context of a diversified investment portfolio, and
overall financial plan.

RISKS
A fund's return may not match the return of the index. Securities held by a fund will
generally not be bought or sold in response to market fluctuations.
Investors buying or selling fund shares on the secondary market may incur brokerage
commissions. Market prices may differ to some degree from the net asset value of the
shares. Investors who sell fund shares may receive less than the share's net asset value.
Shares may be sold throughout the day on the exchange through any brokerage account.
However, unlike mutual funds, shares may only be redeemed directly from the funds by
authorized participants, in very large creation/redemption units.
A fund's shares will change in value, and you could lose money by investing in a fund.
One of the principal risks of investing in a fund is market risk. Market risk is the risk that a
particular stock owned by a fund, fund shares or stocks in general may fall in value. There

can be no assurance that a fund's investment objective will be achieved.
A fund may invest in securities issued by companies concentrated in a particular industry,
sector or country. A fund may invest in small capitalization and mid capitalization
companies. Such companies may experience greater price volatility than larger, more
established companies.
An investment in a fund containing securities of non-U.S. issuers is subject to additional
risks, including currency fluctuations, political risks, withholding, the lack of adequate
financial information, and exchange control restrictions impacting non-U.S. issuers. These
risks may be heightened for securities of companies located in, or with significant
operations in, emerging market countries.
A fund may invest in depositary receipts which may be less liquid than the underlying
shares in their primary trading market. A fund may effect a portion of creations and
redemptions for cash, rather than in-kind securities. As a result, a fund may be less taxefficient.
The funds are classified as "non-diversified" and may invest a relatively high percentage
of their assets in a limited number of issuers. As a result, the funds may be more
susceptible to a single adverse economic or regulatory occurrence affecting one or more
of these issuers, experience increased volatility and be highly concentrated in certain
issuers.
First Trust Advisors L.P. is the adviser to the funds. First Trust Advisors L.P. is an affiliate
of First Trust Portfolios L.P., the funds' distributor.
AlphaDEX® is a registered trademark of First Trust Portfolios L.P. First Trust Portfolios
L.P. has obtained a patent for the AlphaDEX® stock selection methodology from the
United States Patent and Trademark Office.
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Five reasons to invest
Asia’s rising economic importance is nearly impossible to ignore. The
region’s vast potential is underpinned by a huge domestic market,
young workforce and growing middle class population. Asia Pacific's

July 2015
middle classes will soon be larger than Europe and North America
combined. At the corporate level, the wide choice of quality companies
makes it a stock-picker's haven.
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Mid-Year Outlook: Global Economy Likely to Withstand
China, Greece
July 2015
The global markets and economy should be able to
move higher for the remainder of the year, with
accommodative monetary policy and well-contained
inflation providing tailwinds. The U.S. looks set to extend
its not-too-hot, not-too-cold recovery, while Japan is
benefiting from stimulus and pro-market reforms.
Although economic conditions in Europe remain fragile
and uneven, growth looks to be accelerating overall, and
we believe the European Union has the tools to prevent
a broader Europe contagion should the Greek bailout
resolution fall apart. Meanwhile, economic reforms and
policy shifts in many emerging markets are contributing
to improved growth prospects and investment
opportunities, but these transitions are long term and
challenging, calling for a selective and risk-managed
approach. While China has been the focus of recent
scrutiny, we believe a hard landing is a less likely
scenario, given the arsenal of stimulative tools that could
be deployed by the Chinese government.

We believe this drop-off in issuance is attributable to
potential issuers’ reduced need for capital, as many
companies have already taken advantage of low rates to
extend their maturity profiles. Bank loan activity has
dropped off more significantly; here again, we believe
there is less demand from potential borrowers.
Leveraged buyout activity has also been less robust than
at comparable points in past cycles, but this is likely the
result of the high multiples in the equity market.

As we look to the second half of the year, we expect the
markets to continue to move away from the risk-on, riskoff tendencies and to shift toward growth. We expect the
Federal Reserve to begin its long-telegraphed rate rise
by year end. Reflecting this view, we remain constructive
on growth equities, convertible securities, and select
liquid alternative strategies. Markets are likely to remain
volatile due to continued political turbulence in the euro
zone and uncertainty surrounding China.
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Market Review
During the first half of the year, non-U.S. equities
outperformed the S&P 500 Index, and growth
outperformed value globally (Figure 1, page 2). Although
markets welcomed the European Central Bank’s decision
to move ahead with quantitative easing, familiar
uncertainties dogged sentiment: euro zone debts, slower
global growth woes, volatile energy prices, and the Fed’s
timeline for embarking on rate increases. As the second
quarter came to a close, concerns about a Greek
departure from the euro zone and China’s market
meltdown put investors on higher alert.
Through the first half of the year, capital market activity
remained strong in many areas. The buy-rather-thanbuild investment trend remains intact, as historically wide
spreads between earnings yields and after-tax borrowing
costs have encouraged record share repurchase and
merger-and-acquisition activities (Figure 2), while also
supporting equity market valuations. Convertible market
issuance has maintained a brisk pace in a growing global
economy (Figure 3).
Global high yield issuance has fallen modestly versus
yearto-date issuance of a year ago but remains healthy.
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Outlook
Consensus estimates for global economic growth for 2015 have come
down, and we share the view that the pace of acceleration is likely to
slow. Still, we expect the global economy will continue to expand
during the second half of the year, albeit at a subdued pace. The most
significant potential risks to our outlook for growth include: the Federal
Reserve making a policy mistake by raising rates too aggressively
and not being able to backtrack if deflationary forces persist, a hard
landing for China, and a failure of quantitative easing in Europe to
boost GDP and stem deflationary pressures. At this point, we believe
it is more likely than not that these risks can be avoided, and
accordingly, equities and convertible securities can continue to
advance.
United States
We believe the U.S. will also expand modestly during the second half
of the year, with GDP accelerating from the first half of the year.
Employment data has been encouraging, corporate earnings growth
is healthy, and inflationary pressures are contained. We expect the
U.S. dollar will be range-bound through the remainder of the year
(Figure 4), with the potential to move slightly higher due to divergent
monetary policies.
The energy sector hindered the economy during the first half of 2015,
but oil prices have stabilized from their more volatile levels of earlier
this year, and the amount of rigs in service continues to decline.
Prices will likely be range-bound through year end, as well. The shale
industry, rather than OPEC, is now the marginal producer of oil in the
global markets. Because of the shale industry’s shorter production
cycles, as oil prices rise, shale producers can quickly ramp up capital
spending (i.e., production), keeping a cap on oil prices.
With continued quantitative easing through the balance of the year in
the euro zone and Japan, we expect global sovereign yields will
remain low, suppressing the 10-year Treasury yield (Figure 5). We
believe the Treasury will generally stay in a 2.0% to 2.5% range
through year end. If Greece cannot meet the deadlines put forth by its
creditors under the proposed bailout plan or if market participants’
view of China becomes more pessimistic, the markets could swing
back to a risk-off phase, bringing the yield range back down below
2.0%. Conversely, if global growth and inflationary pressures increase
in the second half of the year, 10-year yields could inch back above
2.5%.
While U.S. economic data is favorable on the whole, the Federal
Reserve’s timeline for raising rates will also reflect its view of global
economic conditions, which remain lackluster.
We believe the Fed will begin raising rates before year end, provided
that job gains maintain their current pace and absent any acute
geopolitical shocks. As noted, we believe that a Fed policy mistake is
one of the greatest potential threats to the global economy, although
this is not the outcome we anticipate. When increases begin, we
expect a more measured pace with intermittent increases rather than
the steady rate increases of the Greenspan-led Fed in the early
2000s, consistent with the current Fed leadership’s commitment to a
data-driven approach, combined with the Fed’s intent to limit the rise
in the U.S. dollar.
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Resolving the Greek Crisis Requires a Pro-Business
Focus
Key points:
• Austerity and debt restructuring cannot overshadow
pro-growth policies
• Increased privatization, a flat tax, and fewer hurdles
for small businesses will sow the seeds of growth and
reverse the brain drain
• Greece can achieve economic growth by drawing on
its heritage of entrepreneurial spirit, perseverance
and competitiveness
When people think of Greece, they typically focus on the
events of recent years: government debts, failed
austerity measures, and dissent with EU leadership. For
many, the July 5 vote to reject the EU’s austerity
measures and the fractious negotiations that ensued
between Greece and its creditors support a narrative of
intractable economic problems.
There is a road to recovery and growth, however. Greece
can achieve prosperity through a rekindled focus on
private sector development, entrepreneurship, and job
gains. Austerity has been the dominant focus, but it
cannot be the only one. The way forward requires progrowth policies and new thinking.
A Commitment to Europe
From thousands of miles away, it is easy to view
austerity measures dismissively and abstractly. Although
many outside of Greece have advanced the view that a
vote against austerity was a vote against EU
membership, I believe that assumption is far from
correct. The Greek people have weathered painful and
unexpected changes in life circumstances. They would
not have done so if they were not committed to the euro
zone and to helping Greece achieve a larger role on the
global stage. The Greek Parliament’s mid-July approval
of the austerity measures required for a new bailout
package is further evidence of the country’s commitment.
Moreover, while the magnitude of the problems facing
Greece is certainly more severe than elsewhere in the
euro zone, Greece is not alone among EU countries in
regard to its struggles with protection programs, high
unemployment, and a brain drain, particularly among
younger workers. Greece is also not the only country in
the EU where contentious internal debate rages about
the pros and cons of EU membership.
Similarly, the prescription that I offer for growth is not
unique for Greece. Greece has devoted considerable
energy to refinancing government debt. However, history
has shown that the road to prosperity is paved by a
strong private sector, rewards for risk taking, freer capital
markets, an appropriate level of government oversight,
and tax policies that are reasonable.

July 22, 2015

A Strong Private Sector Can Be the Foundation of
National Prosperity
Greece’s public sector dominates its economy, but the
absence of a strong private sector has limited its growth.
During the past years, Greece took some encouraging
steps toward privatizing businesses—steps that were
rewarded by increased interest from foreign investors—
but which regrettably have stalled more recently. Over
these next years, I believe the country will be well served
by re-focusing its policies on increasing the contributions
of its private sector and creating an environment that is
hospitable to foreign investment.
Many in Greece are wary of privatization, viewing it as a
mechanism by which something will be taken from
Greece. However, I would encourage the Greek people
to embrace privatization and lay claim to the economic
prosperity that a strong private sector can offer them, not
only in their lifetimes but over future generations.
Privatization should not be thought of as a loss for
Greece, but rather as a mutually beneficial and profitable
relationship.
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The private sector provides an environment where
entrepreneurship thrives, where hard work is rewarded,
and sustainable jobs are created. In contrast, a publicsector led economy is unlikely to reward risk taking and
innovation, and as a result there is little incentive to be
competitive or improve. There is little inspiration for the
entrepreneur. Capital goes to where it is treated best,
including human capital, so growing the private sector
could help reduce the brain drain.
Policies Must Foster the Growth of Small Businesses
I believe the Greek people will achieve economic
success and individual prosperity by coming together to
champion regulations that support rather than hinder
small businesses. Around the world, small businesses
face added challenges in navigating bureaucracy and
regulation. However, the hurdles have been particularly
onerous for small businesses in Greece over recent
years, with banks hesitant to provide credit and
cumbersome documentation requirements.
The ramifications of these headwinds are especially
consequential for Greece: Nearly all businesses in
Greece are small enterprises—more than 99%,
according to data from the Hellenic Confederation of
Professionals, Craftsmen and Merchants, as cited by the
OECD.1 Additionally, more than 35% of civilian
employees in Greece are self-employed, far higher than
the euro area as a whole.2 This data underscores the
far-reaching impact that small-business-friendly policies
could have on the country. For example, if policies
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become more supportive of entrepreneurship and the private sector,
small Greek business are more likely to grow into larger ones over
time. Eventually, this should allow more Greek businesses to extend
their reach across the competitive global economy.
In countries all over the world, many members of the Greek diaspora
have successfully created wealth through entrepreneurship. To me,
this proves that businesses can thrive in Greece if the environment
becomes more hospitable.
Sensible Tax Policies
Simplifying, rather than raising taxes, can encourage further business
development and may attract more foreign capital. I believe that a
straightforward and fair “flat tax” would be welcomed by the Greek
people and result in more robust government coffers. Poland, for
example, followed the lead of other Eastern European countries and
replaced a complex tax code with a flat tax and catalyzed economic
growth by privatizing government enterprises.
The Brain Drain Must Be Reversed
As I have noted in past writings, I know firsthand that Greece is a
country rich in human capital and entrepreneurial spirit. My frequent
travels to Greece consistently affirm my view of the economic
potential that exists there. Last month, I participated in a conference
in Athens hosted by Capital Link, and I was impressed by the young
entrepreneurs that I met and the many creative and viable business
ideas they brought forth. Indeed, one of the country’s greatest
resources is its highly educated, multi-lingual younger generation that
is equipped with the knowledge and drive the global economy
requires. Greece’s economic future hinges on finding ways to
leverage this talent.

Success Stories: Pro-Growth Policies Open the Door to
Prosperity
No matter how Greece and the EU decide to address balance sheet
issues, history has shown that countries can sow the seeds of
economic growth in relatively short order. Poland, as discussed,
serves as an example, as do Chile and Mexico. Chile has benefited
from policies that reduced government spending and money supply,
privatized businesses, and reduced impediments to free enterprise
and foreign investment. Mexico, meanwhile, is on an encouraging
trajectory of growth after political parties came together to forge the
Pact for Mexico, a sweeping agenda of economic reforms. Among
developed markets, Canada has benefited from its moves in the
1990s to reign in profligate spending, implement free market reforms,
and reduce taxes.
Conclusion
There are many variables relating to the course that Greece will take
from here, over both the near and longer term. No matter which route
is chosen, I believe the road out of the Greek crisis will be paved by
policies that encourage the expansion of the private sector, as well as
entrepreneurship, risk taking, and business growth. To be successful,
Greece needs to pivot and focus foremost on economic growth, and
this pivot needs to be supported not only within Greece—by its
citizens and leaders—but also more broadly by EU leaders.
Achieving economic stability will not be easy, but the Greek people
have demonstrated their ability to persevere—through history, over
recent years, and around the world. Private sector growth is built on
competition and individual liberty, and I am confident that the Greek
people can rise to the challenge of a highly competitive global
economy. After all, the national identity of Greece is anchored in the
honorable competition of the Olympics—a tradition that extends not
through decades or centuries, but through millennia.
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When Dumping Munis Is Risky Business
August 11, 2015
Municipal bonds are a rare asset class with an outsized
retail influence. According to the Investment Company
Institute, individual investors hold about 35% of muni
bonds directly and another 36% indirectly in mutual
funds, closed-end funds and exchange-traded funds.

up. For example, the government began its new fiscal
year on July 1 with a balanced budget. Its general
obligation debt service this year will cost about $1.5
billion from its general fund revenue of $8.5 billion
(about 17% of the budget — high, but manageable).

Unlike insurance companies, pension managers and
other investors with an unlimited investment horizon,
retail investors are susceptible to headline risk — the
possibility that a news story will hurt a security’s price.
(Remember the anxiety after Meredith Whitney’s
prediction of a wave of muni defaults back in 2010?)

The island’s decision in early August to default on a
bond that requires an appropriation by the legislature
(and hence is not the general obligation type held by
mutual funds) is further evidence of unwillingness.

Since April, retail muni debt products have had
hundreds of millions of dollars in net outflows each
week as advisors and their clients pull away from them.
Does this reflect wise investing or misplaced fears?
Let’s look at the three leading cases for dumping muni
funds.
1. Puerto Rico
There’s no doubt Puerto Rico has problems: notably,
private sector unemployment and underemployment,
population decline and a reliance on governmental
employment. The perceived risk here is that some
mutual funds and ETFs have relied too much on Puerto
Rico’s triple-tax-exempt status and generous yields and
are overexposed to a possible default.
Investors were rattled when the island’s legislature tried
to avoid debt payments by enacting a law that would
have allowed PREPA (the island’s electric authority)
and other municipal agencies to renegotiate or
restructure their debt obligations under the authority of
local courts. A federal appeals court sided with the
mutual fund sponsors OppenheimerFunds and Franklin
Advisors, however, and said, “Puerto Rico, unlike
states, may not authorize its municipalities, including
these utilities, to seek federal bankruptcy relief under
Chapter 9 of the U.S. Bankruptcy Code.”
Although Puerto Rico’s governor has stated that the
commonwealth doesn’t have the money to pay its
debts, there’s reason to believe this may have been
political rhetoric to appease voters disappointed with
new taxes. (Puerto Rico Treasury Secretary Juan
Zaragoza also told a radio audience that the
commonwealth has money to pay its debt but believes
it should be used “for other things.”)
There’s certainly a stated unwillingness by Puerto
Rico’s politicians to make the hard choices necessary
to service the island’s heavy debt, but the ability to pay
it is more important. In that regard, things are looking
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There are also indications of improving economics in
the private sector (the Q4 Business Employment
Dynamics report from the BLS pointed to gross job
gains exceeding gross job losses) as well as increasing
per-capita income.
Individual investors are not the only ones exposed to
Puerto Rico. Low interest rates, low default rates and a
lack of big distressed-debt opportunities elsewhere will
keep large private investors (like hedge funds) included
in the mix, and they are some powerful, organized
allies.
How long they’ll stay around and keep pressure on the
commonwealth to fulfill its obligations depends on
when those factors change, but there’s little on the
horizon today that could change that situation.
Given an aging and declining population, from a
demographic perspective it’s debatable whether Puerto
Rico’s debt is sustainable in the very long run, which
makes short-term comparisons to Greece all the more
appropriate: most of the debt has been issued to
finance Puerto Rico’s deficit (kicking the can down the
road), it can’t deflate its way out and it can’t restructure
in bankruptcy court. Headline risk won’t disappear, but
Puerto Rico’s citizens have more to lose by defaulting
than by working with creditors.
2. Issuance Glut
According to Thomson Reuters, U.S. states, cities,
authorities and other municipal issuers sold $213 billion
of bonds in the first half of 2015, nearly 49% more than
in the year-earlier period. If that trend continues, the
muni market would be on pace to reach $426 billion
this year, which is close to record territory.
But, despite the activity, there are reasons to doubt that
2015 will finish at a new volume high, mainly because
much of this year’s issuance has been in refinancings
to beat the clock before the Federal Reserve changes
the overnight lending rate. (Refundings have
constituted two-thirds of total issuance this year.)
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Listed Infrastructure in a Rising-Rate Environment
July 2015
Rising bond yields have historically presented attractive
entry points to the listed infrastructure asset class,
while offering active managers an opportunity to add
value through subsector selection.
The global listed infrastructure market underperformed
in the first half of 2015, with some attributing this to
rising bond yields, spurred by improving global
economic trends. Infrastructure companies are often
perceived as more sensitive to interest rates in the
short term due to their high dividend yields and capitalintensive business models. This sensitivity has been
magnified recently amid volatility in global bond
markets and the looming prospect of rate hikes by the
Federal Reserve.
We expect interest rates and bond yields will continue
to have a heightened influence on short-term returns
considering the potential turning points in global
monetary policies and uncertain economic trends.
However, because of the strong fundamentals for listed
infrastructure businesses, we believe interest-ratedriven corrections may present attractive entry points.

the current and expected macro environment.
Looking at interest-rate sensitivity in Exhibit 2, electric
utilities are at the top end of the spectrum due to their
relatively bond-like cash flows and high dividend yields.
However, high yields do not automatically equate to
high rate sensitivity. For example, while many pipeline
companies structured as master limited partnerships
(MLPs) feature high distribution yields, rising interest
rates tend to be less of a risk to MLP performance due
to the impact of economic growth on cash flows.
Financial leverage can also affect interest-rate
sensitivity, as higher-levered companies are more
sensitive to changes in the cost of capital. Electric
utilities and cell tower companies tend to carry higher
levels of debt, whereas railways are generally
underlevered relative to their balance-sheet capacity,
and are therefore less sensitive to interest rates on
average.
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Rising Rates May Present Buying Opportunities
While infrastructure stocks may at first react negatively
to rapid increases in interest rates, performance has
historically improved over the long run as the initial
shock of higher rates wore off and investors began to
focus on the underlying fundamentals. Exhibit 1 shows
average returns during the 10 largest spikes in the 10year Treasury yield since 2000. After an initial reaction,
infrastructure stocks subsequently produced strong
absolute and relative performance.
Against a backdrop of broadly improving economic
trends and strong fundamentals, reactions to interest
rates are generally associated with a contraction in
earnings multiples rather than an indication of balancesheet strength or cash flow sustainability. Ultimately,
we believe long-term returns will be driven by
fundamental factors specific to each infrastructure
business, subsector and region.
How Macro Sensitivities Drive the Subsector
Allocation Process
Macro factors such as interest rates and economic
growth can affect infrastructure companies in different
ways depending on a company’s contract structure,
financing needs and the factors that drive throughput
and pricing. As a result, returns can vary significantly
across infrastructure subsectors. Because of this
performance dispersion, an active manager who
understands these dynamics has the potential to add
value for investors by tailoring subsector exposures for

Infrastructure subsectors also have varying degrees of
sensitivity to changes in economic conditions. Marine
ports are among the most sensitive to economic cycles,
as demand for port capacity is tied directly to global
trade. Airports are impacted by changes in business
and leisure travel.
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Aberdeen Asia Pacific Equities
August 2015
Key points
• Asia is unlikely to see a repeat of 2013’s ‘taper
tantrums’
• China’s rally is unsustainable and the bubble is finally
bursting
• Hong Kong-listed stocks offer better value on an
absolute basis and relative to mainland shares
• Valuations for Indonesian stocks are attractive as a
result of the market decline
• Investing in quality companies with robust finances has
proven to be one of the best defenses against market
uncertainty
How will Asian markets react to a U.S. rate hike this
year?
I would think calmly. Markets have had enough time to
prepare with the rate rise analyzed to death. We would
be concerned only if U.S. data improved enough to
warrant further hikes in quick succession. So far, there
hasn’t been a recurrence of the huge outflows witnessed
during the ‘taper tantrum’ of 2013. The likes of India and
Indonesia, which were seen as ‘fragile’ have repaired
their finances. The fall in the oil price is also helping
Asian economies. Regional stocks and fund flows have
been volatile over the last quarter mainly because of the
gyrations in the Chinese market.
Chinese stocks have corrected over 20% since June
but they’re still up around 30% this year. What’s
next?
We’ve held the view for a while that China’s rally was
unsustainable and the stock bubble is now bursting.
Although the sell-off has removed some of the
speculative excess in the overheated ‘A’ shares market,
we believe volatility will persist as margin traders
continue to unwind their positions. Beijing views the
stock market as important to the economy’s longer-term
development, both for wealth creation and as a source of
financing for state-owned enterprises (SOEs) and private
companies. But as the unconventional market bailout
attempt has shown, the mainland’s stock markets are
still very much policy-driven. Thus, we have no notion of
how fast the rally will unwind. That said, the
indiscriminate sell-offs are leading to a widening
valuation gap between mainland and Hong Kong shares,
where we are better positioned.

at more attractive valuations. Investor confidence is
likely to recover once the pace of infrastructure spending
picks up.
What’s happening in Malaysia?
The country faces slowing growth from lower oil
revenues,
weaker credit growth
and private
consumption. The implementation of the new goods and
services tax (GST) will dampen domestic demand in the
short- to medium-term, but in the long run it should help
widen the nation’s tax base. Coupled with the political
uncertainty surrounding the country’s state fund
1Malaysia Development Berhad (1MDB), investor
confidence has fallen. The ringgit also sank to a 16-year
low against the U.S. dollar, prompting central bank
intervention to support the currency. The persistent
weakness in the currency may incur higher import costs
for businesses but it also makes exports more
competitive. On a positive note, Fitch upgraded
Malaysia’s outlook from negative to stable, which is a
vote of confidence for the country’s economic
fundamentals and longer-term growth prospects, which
remain reasonably solid.
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Why do you like Singapore’s financial sector?
The country’s financial markets and domestic banks’
balance sheets are extremely sound. Furthermore,
Singapore’s strong economic fundamentals and healthy
reserves are important buffers. We expect a gradual
increase in local interest rates to lead to improving net
interest margins and profits among domestic lenders.
Why are you underweight Korea and Taiwan despite
their relative maturity?
In Korea, we have typically struggled to find companies
that meet our quality criteria. The quality of governance
is poor and few companies give us comfort. As for
Taiwan, the market is home to several interesting
companies but the bulk of them are in lower quality
cyclical industries.

Why have Indonesian equities performed poorly this
year? Are you seeing investment opportunities?
There’s a perception that reforms have slowed. Couple
that with high borrowing costs and sluggish commodities
and
corporate
profitability
has
understandably
weakened. However, we see this as a temporary
setback. We’ve actually taken the opportunity to
increase our stakes in quality companies that are trading
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What’s the best way to invest in Asia?
The region has seen its share of ups and downs over the past two
decades. Short of having a crystal ball that predicts where
stockmarkets are headed next, investing in good quality companies
with robust finances has been one of the best defenses against
market uncertainty in our opinion. Our process was built for the tough
times, focusing on quality companies with defensive business models,
solid balance sheets, professional management and good corporate
governance, traits that should ensure the stocks can withstand shortterm speculative flows and still advance over the long-term. We have
a general preference for steady growth plays, higher-than-average
return on equity/capital and dividend yields, and lower-than-average
debt. In very hot markets we may underperform because we do not
buy racy stocks, but typically in tougher markets when people start
worrying about strength of balance sheets, we have done well.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT AN INDICATION OF FUTURE RESULTS.
International investing entails special risk considerations, including currency fluctuations, lower liquidity, economic and political risks, and differences in accounting methods. These risks are generally
heightened in emerging market investments.
Concentrating investments in the Asian-Pacific region subjects the Fund to more volatility and greater risk of loss than geographically diverse funds.
Fixed income securities are subject to certain risks including, but not limited to: interest rate (changes in interest rates may cause a decline in the market value of an investment), credit (changes in the financial
condition of the issuer, borrower, counterparty, or underlying collateral), prepayment (debt issuers may repay or refinance their loans or obligations earlier than anticipated), and extension (principal repayments
may not occur as quickly as anticipated, causing the expected maturity of a security to increase).
Aberdeen Asset Management Inc. (“Aberdeen”) does not warrant the accuracy, adequacy or completeness of the information and materials contained in this document and expressly disclaims liability for errors
or omissions in such information and materials. Any research or analysis used in the preparation of this document has been procured by Aberdeen or its affiliates for their own use and may have been acted on
for their own purpose. The results thus obtained are made available only coincidentally and the information is not guaranteed as to its accuracy.
Some of the information in this document may contain projections or other forward looking statements regarding future events or future financial performance of countries, markets or companies. These
statements are only predictions and actual events or results may differ materially. The reader must make his/her own assessment of the relevance, accuracy and adequacy of the information contained in this
document and make such independent investigations, as he/she may consider necessary or appropriate for the purpose of such assessment.
Any opinion or estimate contained in this document is made on a general basis and is not to be relied on by the viewer as advice. Neither Aberdeen nor any of its agents have given any consideration to nor
have they made any investigation of the investment objectives, financial situation or particular need of the viewer, any specific person or group of persons.
Accordingly, no warranty whatsoever is given and no liability whatsoever is accepted for any loss arising whether directly or indirectly as a result of the reader, any person or group of persons acting on any
information, opinion or estimate contained in this document. The information herein including any expressions of opinion or forecast have been obtained from or is based upon sources believed by Aberdeen to
be reliable but is not guaranteed as to accuracy or completeness. The information is given without obligation and on the understanding that any person who acts upon it or otherwise changes his position in
reliance there on does so entirely at his or her own risk. Aberdeen reserves the right to make changes and corrections to its opinions expressed in this document at any time, without notice. Any unauthorized
disclosure, use or dissemination, either whole or partial, of this document is prohibited and this document is not to be reproduced, copied, made available to others.
Closed-end funds are traded on the secondary market through one of the stock exchanges. The Fund’s investment return and principal value will fluctuate so that an investor’s shares may be worth more or less
than the original cost. Shares of closed-end funds may trade above (a premium) or below (a discount) the net asset value (NAV) of the fund’s portfolio. There is no assurance that the Fund will achieve its
investment objective
In the United States, AAM is the marketing name for the following affiliated, registered investment advisers: Aberdeen Asset Management Inc., Aberdeen Asset Managers Ltd, Aberdeen Asset Management Ltd
and Aberdeen Asset Management Asia Ltd, each of which is wholly owned by Aberdeen Asset Management PLC. “Aberdeen” is a U.S. registered service mark of Aberdeen Asset Management PLC.
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Prospect Capital Announces Two Realizations With 18.0%
and 15.8% Annualized Returns
August 11, 2015
Prospect Capital Corporation (NASDAQ: PSEC) ("Prospect")
announced today that Prospect has recently been repaid its $72.7
million debt investment in Ryan, LLC ("Ryan") and its $23.6 million
debt investment in TB Corporation ("Taco Bueno"). Prospect realized
an 18.0% internal rate of return ("IRR") and 1.4 times cash-on-cash
return on its investment in Ryan, and Prospect realized a 15.8% IRR
and 1.4 times cash-on-cash return on its investment in Taco Bueno.
Headquartered in Dallas, Texas, Ryan specializes in tax advisory
services for Fortune 500 companies. Ryan's primary business
segments involve auditing various state, local, excise, and property
tax filings and analyzing tax overpayments and other matters for its
clients. Prospect made its initial investment in Ryan in December
2012 to support Ryan's acquisition of Property Tax Services from
Thompson Reuters.
"The Ryan transaction demonstrates Prospect's strength in originating
successful direct investments in management-owned companies
using our proprietary methods and capabilities," said Richard Carratu,
a Managing Director of Prospect Capital Management L.P. "Ryan
further highlights our strategy of investing in market leaders and
working with management teams to build larger, more efficient, and
higher-quality businesses through organic and acquisition-driven
growth."
With a 48 year history, Taco Bueno owns and operates a chain of
quick service restaurants offering fast, casual, and quality Mexican
cuisine within its core markets of Texas and Oklahoma. Prospect
made its initial investment in Taco Bueno in December 2012 to
support a recapitalization of the company. Taco Bueno is owned by
Palladium Equity Partners ("Palladium"), a leading private equity firm
based in New York.

"We have been impressed with the drive and focus of the Taco Bueno
senior management team under Palladium's leadership," said Richard
Carratu. "We look forward to teaming up with Palladium on future
transaction opportunities."

Prospect closed approximately $2.0 billion of new originations in the
twelve months ended June 30, 2015 and has a robust pipeline of new
origination opportunities.

ABOUT PROSPECT CAPITAL CORPORATION
Prospect Capital Corporation (www.prospectstreet.com) is a business development
company that focuses on lending to and investing in private businesses. Prospect's
investment objective is to generate both current income and long-term capital
appreciation through debt and equity investments.
Prospect has elected to be treated as a business development company under the
Investment Company Act of 1940 ("1940 Act"). Prospect is required to comply with a
series of regulatory requirements under the 1940 Act as well as applicable NASDAQ,
federal and state rules and regulations. Prospect has elected to be treated as a regulated
investment company under the Internal Revenue Code of 1986. Failure to comply with
any of the laws and regulations that apply to Prospect could have an adverse effect on
Prospect and its shareholders.
This press release contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private
Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995, whose safe harbor for forward-looking
statements does not apply to business development companies. Any such statements,
other than statements of historical fact, are highly likely to be affected by other
unknowable future events and conditions, including elements of the future that are or are
not under Prospect's control, and that Prospect may or may not have considered;
accordingly, such statements cannot be guarantees or assurances of any aspect of future
performance. Actual developments and results are highly likely to vary materially from any
forward-looking statements. Such statements speak only as of the time when made, and
Prospect undertakes no obligation to update any such statement now or in the future.
Source: Prospect Capital Corporation
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•

AdvisorShares Will Close Accuvest Global Long/Short ETF – August 4

•

Distribution Dates and Amounts Announced for Certain BlackRock Closed-End Funds – August 3

•

Calamos Closed-End Funds (NASDAQ: CHI, CHY, CSQ, CGO, CHW and CCD) Announce Monthly Distributions for August
2015 - July 31

•

Calamos Asset Management, Inc Declares Dividend of $0.15 (CLMS) – August 1

•

Clough Global Equity Fund Declares a Monthly Cash Distribution of $0.115 Per Share – August 5

•

Cushing® MLP Total Return Fund Announces Monthly Distribution – August 3

•

The Central Europe, Russia and Turkey Fund, Inc. Announces Final Results of Tender Offer – July 30

•

Certain Deutsche Closed-End Funds Declare Monthly Distributions – August 7

•

DoubleLine Income Solutions Fund Declares August 2015 Monthly Distribution – August 3

•

Distribution Dates and Amounts Announced for Eaton Vance Closed-End Funds – August 3

•

Federated Investors' Closed-End Municipal Funds Declare Monthly Dividends – August 10

•

Guggenheim Investments Exchange-Traded Funds Declare Monthly Distributions – July 31

•

Guggenheim Investments Announces August 2015 Closed-End Fund Distributions - August 3

•

Ivy High Income Opportunities Fund Announces Monthly Distribution – August 3

•

John Hancock Closed-End Funds Declare Monthly Distributions – August 3

•

MFS Announces Closed-End Fund Distributions – August 3

•

Nuveen Closed-End Funds Declare Distributions – August 4

•

PIMCO Closed-End Funds Declare Monthly Common Share Distributions – August 3

•

Pioneer Investments Declares Monthly Distributions for Closed-End Funds – August 4

•

Prospect Capital Announces Two Realizations With 18.0% and 15.8% Annualized Returns – August 11

•

Putnam Announces Distribution Rates for Closed-End Funds – August 6

•

Stone Harbor Emerging Markets Total Income Fund Declares Monthly Distributions of $0.1511 Per Share – July 22

•

Tekla World Healthcare Fund Announces Initial Monthly Cash Distribution – August 3

•

Virtus Investment Partners (VRTS) Issues Quarterly Earnings Results – August 1

•

WELLS FARGO ADVANTAGE CLOSED-END FUNDS DECLARE MONTHLY DIVIDENDS – July 31

•

WisdomTree ETFs Declare Distributions – July 27
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Business Development Companies (BDCs) Differentiated Performance and Attractive Value
Tuesday, July 28, 2015 | 10:00 AM ET
Grier Eliasek:
OK, I’m not hearing Paul. I’m just going to jump right in. This is Grier Eliasek president
of Prospect Capital. I want to thank you all of the participants for joining to learn more
about business development companies as well as our company Prospect Capital
Corporation and I will spend time this morning on each of those parts.

Featured Presenters

And before I dive in, I’m going to go through a lot material here, and what I ask to the
extent that you have, if all of the questions that we don’t get to or we don’t think of after
the fact, please feel free to reach out to our company, Prospect Capital. You can reach
out to myself, to Brian Oswald our chief financial officer, Nishil Mehta, our head of
capital markets, and Michael Smitty, head of Investor Relations.

Grier Eliasek
President and Chief Operating
Officer
Prospect Capital Corporation

And during this presentation I will be referring to the page numbers there at the bottom
right of each slide, and I want to ask folks to kindly follow along as each participant does
their own pagination. So with that, I’ll jump in, and I’m on page two.
A little bit of an overview of business development companies, if you’re not familiar with
BDC’s, the structure for BDCs and by the way, Prospect Capital Corporation, our
company, is one of the largest business development companies, BDCs, in the industry
with a capitalization of approximately seven billion dollars, and 11 year history as a
public company. So we are reasonably well positioned to educate folks on the industry
of which we are a significant leader. BDCs are publicly traded companies that insured,
give access to private investment opportunities in a public, liquid format.
And they generally, not always, but generally focus on current yielding credit
investments comprising their asset base in private, so-called middle market companies.
Which we define a prospect as companies between five million and 150 million of
earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization, so called EBITDA. We
are regulated format. We’re both a “typical stock”, 33, 34 our company as well as a
business development company that’s regulated under the 1940 Act, so there are a lot
of investor protections afforded by that.
At least 70 percent of BDC assets must be invested in US, non-financial private
companies or micro-cap companies, and there is a leverage limitation protected to
investors of one to one debt to equity ratio. There is actually a BDC bill pending,
winding its way through congress right now, which would boost the one to one to two to
one sometime in the next year. no guarantees of that, but that would actually be a nice
return on equity boost while still offering significant protections to investors, especially
given that banks can lever to 10 to one, BDCs have a much more severe limitations
even if this bill passes.
We are required under the tax rules to be diversified as well as to have certain
distributions, at least 90 percent of our income must be distributed to shareholders, and
that’s why you see significant yields. Current yields offered in the BDC sector that you
don’t see as much in other sectors. And we’re also required, different from real estate
investment trusts, REITs; we’re required to mark to market our assets in a fair value
context every quarter as part of our accounting. So that’s a bit on BDCs.
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Please click on the calendar icon to access below webinar transcript and audio.
Visit http://webinars.capitallink.com/sectors/cef-etf.html for our complete CEFs & Global ETFs Webinar Library

Upcoming 2015 Webinars
September 9 – Income Producing Alternatives: Understanding Business
Development Companies (BDCs)
Featured: Fifth Street

September 22 – Topic TBD
Featured: Fitch Ratings

September 29 – Attractive Yield through Global Thematic Investing
Featured: Clough Capital

December 1 – Topic: TBD
Featured: MSCI

Past 2014 Webinars
July 28 – Business Development Companies (BDCs) – Differentiated
Performance and Attractive Value
Featured: Prospect Capital Corporation

June 9 – Quality Factor Investing Roundtable
Featured: FlexShares
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CEFs & Global ETFs Webinar Library

Please click on the calendar icon to access below webinar transcript and audio.
Visit http://webinars.capitallink.com/sectors/cef-etf.html for our complete CEFs & Global ETFs Webinar Library

Past 2014 Webinars
May 19 – Understanding ETF Liquidity
Featured: Fidelity Investments

May 6 – Debunking the Myths of Investing in Israel
Featured: Aberdeen

March 10 – Business Development Companies (BDCs) – Gateway to
Attractive Yield Investments
Featured: Prospect Capital

February 24 – Emerging European Equities - Beyond Volatility
Featured: Deutsche Asset & Wealth Management

February 12 – ETF Roundtable Webinar
Featured: First Trust, iShares, JP Morgan Asset Management, NYSE, State
Street Global Advisors

November 19– How a Dynamic Allocation Strategy Can Help Navigate a
Volatile Market Environment
Featured: Ares Management
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Content Contributors

Media Partner:

Disclaimer-Terms of Use: The information herein is not an offer to buy or sell any kind of securities nor does it constitute advice of any kind. The
material featured in this Newsletter is for educational and information purposes only. Material featured in this Newsletter is taken from sources
considered to be reliable but Capital Link does not represent or warrant the accuracy of the information. The opinions expressed in this
Newsletter do not necessarily reflect those of Capital Link who takes no responsibility at all for them and cannot be held liable for any matter in
any way.
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